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Abstract. As hardware platforms are growing in complexity, compiler
infrastructures need more �exibility: due to the heterogeneity of these
platforms, compiler phases must be combined in unusual and dynamic
ways, and several tools may need to be combined to handle speci�c parts
of the compilation process e�ciently. The need for �exibility also appears
in iterative compilation when di�erent phase orderings are explored.
In this context, we need to assemble pieces of software�typically com-
piler phases�without having to dive into the tool internals. The entity in
charge of this phase management is called a �pass manager�. While pass
managers used to rely on a statically de�ned schedule, the introduction
of plugins in gcc and the current trends in compiler design showcased
by llvm pave the way for dynamic pass schedulers.
The contributions of this paper are a high-level modeling of pass chaining
and its implementation in the pips source-to-source compiler framework
under the name pyps. As a result, we propose a high level api for building
end-to-end specialized compilers with the minimum e�orts validated by
5 prototypes detailed in the paper: an iterative compiler, an openmp
directive generator, a C-to-cuda translator, a multimedia instruction
generator and a C-to-fpga translator.

Keywords: programmable pass manager, compiler infrastructure, iter-
ative compilation, source-to-source transformation, heterogeneous com-
puting

1 Introduction & Motivation

The continuous search for performance leads to numerous different hardware
architectures, as showcased by current trend for heterogeneous computing. To
use these architectures efficiently, new languages and paradigms are often in-
troduced, but they typically only target specific architectures. For instance Ad-
vanced Vector eXtensions (avx) intrinsics target vector registers of recent x86
processors, openmp directives target multi-cores, and most noticeably cuda tar-
gets Nvidia’s Graphical Processing Unit (gpu). It is difficult to master all these
language-hardware bindings without loosing control on the original code, thus
compilers play a key role for “filling the gap” between generic sequential languages
and specific parallel languages [2]. Because of the diversity of targeted hardware,
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flexibility and retargetability are critical properties for compiler frameworks that
must keep up with the steady pace of hardware founders. Also, applications
targeting heterogeneous architectures, e.g. General Purpose gpu (gpgpu) with
an x86 host, raise new problems such as the generation of different codes in
different assembly languages, remote memory management, data transfer gen-
erations. . . thus requiring new functionalities that are not available in mainline
compilers at that time.

Additionally, iterative compilation [13,18], the process of iteratively trans-
forming, compiling and evaluating a program to maximize a fitness function, is
more and more considered as an alternative to standard program optimizations
to solve complex problems, but it requires a dynamic reconfiguration of the com-
pilation process. In a compiler infrastructure, the latter is managed by the pass
manager. Because of the much more complicated compilation schemes, this pass
manager must be flexible and provide ways of overtaking the traditional hard-
coded pass sequence to allow compiler developers to manipulate the interactions
between passes and the compiled program dynamically.

This paper is organized as follows: we argument in favor of source-to-source
transformations in Section 2, and introduce a high-level model for pass chaining
in Section 3. We then present in Section 4 Pythonic pips (pyps), our implemen-
tation in the Paralléliseur Intéractif de Programmes Scientifiques (pips) source-
to-source compiler framework. It involves a high level Application Programming
Interface (api) with a high level abstraction of compilation entities such as anal-
yses, passes, functions, loops, etc. Building up on the fact that an api is only
relevant when used extensively, we demonstrate our proposal in Section 5 where
the compilation scheme of five distinct compiler prototypes using our model are
detailed. Finally we present related works in Section 6.

2 Using a Source-to-source Transformation System

Historically, many transformations have been expressed at the source code
level, especially parallelizing transformations, and many successful compilers are
source-to-source compilers [5,10,3,22] or based on source-to-source compiler in-
frastructures [16,32,26,15,7]. Such infrastructures form a flexible transformation
system relevant for heterogeneous computing, e.g. parallelism detection algo-
rithm, variable privatization, communication generation etc.

In the heterogeneous world, it is common to rely on specific hardware compil-
ers to generate binary code for the part of the application intended to be run on
a particular hardware. Such compilers usually take a C dialect as input language
to generate assembly code. Thus, it is mandatory for the whole toolbox to be
able to generate C code as the result of its processing.

In addition to the intuitive collaboration with hardware compilers, source-
to-source compilers can also collaborate with each other to achieve their goal,
using source files as a common medium, at the expense of extra switches between
the Textual Representation (tr) and the Internal Representation (ir). Figure 1
illustrates this generic behavior and we present in Section 5.6 how we delegate
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some loop nest optimizations to the Polyhedral Compiler Collection (pocc) tool.
Moreover, two source-to-source compilers written in the same infrastructure can
be combined in that way. For instance, our Single Instruction Multiple Data
(simd) instruction generator has been used for both the generation of Stream-
ing simd Extension (sse) instructions on Intel processors and to enhance the
code generated by the cuda/Open Computing Language (opencl) generator
presented in Section 5.5.

More traditional advantages of source-to-source compilers include their ease
of debug: the ir can be dumped as a tr at anytime. For the same reason, they
are very pedagogical tools and make it easier to illustrate the behavior of a
transformation.

ir

pretty-printer

tr

external tool

tr

source-to-
source compiler

ir

Fig. 1: Source-to-source cooperation with external tools.

3 Model for Code Transformations

The core of a compiler optimizer is the sequencing of code transformations, a.k.a.
passes. This section studies from a formal point of view the interaction between
passes and elaborates on several transformation composition rules.

Let us give a general definition of what a transformation is. Let P be the
set of well-formed programs5, and T the set of code transformations. If p is a
program, let Vin(p) be the set of its possible input values; and given vin ∈ Vin(p),
let P(p, vin) denotes the results of the evaluation of p.

Definition 1. A code transformation is an application P → P that preserves
the semantics of the program, that is to say:

∀p ∈ P, ∀vin ∈ Vin(p), P(p, vin) = P(t(p), vin)

However the former definition of a transformation by-passes an important
aspect of code transformations: they can fail. For instance the loop fusion of
two loops fails if the second loop carries backward dependencies on the first; a
loop-carried backward dependency can prevent loop vectorization and so on, or
the pass can even crash because of a lousy implementation. As a consequence,
we introduce an error state and propose:
5 We call well-formed programs, programs that terminate and whose behavior is not
unde�ned according to the language standards accepted by the compiler.
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Definition 2. A code transformation is an application P → (P ∪ {error}) that
preserves the semantics of the program or fails.

And one can revert to the previous state by defining a failsafe operator:

Definition 3. The failsafe operator ·̃ : T → T is defined by

∀t ∈ T , ∀p ∈ P, t̃(p) =

{
t(p) if t(p) 6= error
p otherwise

and then a failsafe composition:

Definition 4. The failsafe composition ◦̃ : T × T → T is defined by

∀t0, t1 ∈ T × T , t1 ◦̃ t0 = t̃1 ◦ t̃0

Chaining transformations can be done using the ◦̃ operator and most com-
pilers are using this semantics as their primary way to compose transformations.
New passes can be defined as the composition of existing passes, enforcing mod-
ularity instead of monolithic passes. For instance a pass that generates openmp
code can be written as the failsafe combination of loop fusion, reduction detec-
tion, parallelism extraction and directive generation instead of a single directive
generation. Lattner advocates [20] for this low granularity in pass design.

Still, the fact that a transformation fails carries some important information.
In the example above, if loop vectorization succeeds, vector instruction can be
generated, otherwise parallelism extraction may be tried. This kind of behavior
is represented by a conditional composition:

Definition 5. The conditional composition ◦˜ : T × T × T → T is defined by

∀t0, t1, t2 ∈ T ×T ×T , ∀p ∈ P ((t1, t2) ◦˜ t0)(p) =
{
(t1 ◦ t0)(p) if t0(p) 6=error
t2(p) otherwise

The ◦˜ operator is not used in Low Level Virtual Machine (llvm) or gnu
C Compiler (gcc), although it provides interesting perspectives. Let us assume
the existence of 3 transformations tgpu, tsse and tomp that convert a sequential
C code into a code with cuda calls, sse intrinsic calls and openmp directives,
respectively. Then the following expression:

(idT , tsse ◦̃ tomp) ◦˜ tgpu
means try to transform the code into a cuda code followed by the identity
transformation or if it fails try to generate openmp directives then sse intrinsics,
whether openmp directives were generated or not. It builds a decision tree that
allows complex compilation strategies.

If the intended behavior is to stop as soon as an error occurs, and to keep on
applying transformations otherwise, as in the sequence(

(t3, idT ) ◦˜ t2, idT ) ◦˜((t1, idT ) ◦˜ t0)
then writing the default skip transformation is bothersome. Thus we define an
error propagation operator:
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Definition 6. The error propagation operator ~◦ : T → T → T is defined by

∀t0, t1 ∈ T × T , t1~◦ t0 = (t1, idT ) ◦˜ t0
which makes it possible to rewrite the above example as

t3~◦ t2~◦ t1~◦ t0

To give a practical example, let us assume the existence of a transformation
topt_dma that optimizes the usage of Direct Memory Access (dma) functions
by trying to remove redundant ones, to merge them, etc. It is not relevant to
apply it if no dma function have been generated by a tgen_dma transformation.
Guessing that tgen_dma returns an error if it failed to generate dma operations,
this kind of interaction can be represented using the expression

topt_dma~◦ tgen_dma

This model sets the ground of the pyps pass manager implemented on top
of the pips source-to-source compiler infrastructure [1].

4 PyPS

Instead of introducing yet another new domain-specific language to express these
operators, we chose to leverage existing tools and languages, taking advantage
of the similarity with existing control flow operators: indeed the transformation
composition is similar to a function definition, the failsafe operator can be im-
plemented using exception handling and the conditional composition performs a
branching operation. This leads to the idea of using a general purpose language
coupled with an existing compiler infrastructure, while clearly separating the
concerns.

4.1 Benefiting from Python: on the shoulders of giants

Using a programming language to manage pass interactions offers all the flexi-
bility needed to drive complex compilation processes, without the need of much
insight on the actual ir. Conceptually, a scripting language is not required. How-
ever, it speeds up the development process without being a burden in terms of
performance as all the time is spent in the transformations themselves.

Some approaches introduced dedicated language [33] for the pass manage-
ment, but we rather follow the well known Bernard of Chartres’ motto: “on the
shoulders of giants” and thus chose to use Python as our base language. This
choice proved to be better than expected by not only providing high-level con-
structions in the language but also by opening access to a rich ecosystem which
widens the set of possibilities.
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4.2 Program abstractions

In the model presented in Section 3, transformations process the program as a
whole. However, transformations can proceed at lower granularity: compilation
unit level6, function level7 or loop level :

– at compilation unit level, decisions based upon the target can be made fol-
lowing the rule of thumb “one compilation unit per target”. This helps to
drives the compilation process by applying different transformations to dif-
ferent compilation units;

– most functions that consider stack-allocated variables work at the function
level: common sub-expression elimination, forward substitution or partial
evaluation are good examples;

– a lot of optimization focus on loop nests, without taking care of the sur-
rounding statements. This is the case for polyhedral transformations.

Interprocedural transformations, like building the callgraph, require knowl-
edge of the whole program, or can be improved by such knowledge (e.g. constant
propagation), thus the program granularity is still relevant. The class diagram
in Figure 2 shows the relations between all these abstractions. These ones—and
only these ones—are exposed to the pass manager. The Maker in charge of the
compilation process is introduced in Section 4.4.

Program
Compilation

Unit
Function Loop

Maker

1

*
1

*

1

*

1

*

1

*

Fig. 2: PyPS class hierarchy.

4.3 Control structures

We now present the main control structures involved in implementing the oper-
ators presented in Section 3.

Conditionals Conditionals are used when transformation scheduling depends
on user input or on current compilation status. Listing 1.1, extracted from our
simd Architecture Compiler (sac) compiler, illustrates the use of conditionals
to implement the -fno-pass-name/-fpass-name switch as in gcc.

6 A source �le in C.
7 Also referred as �module level�.
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Listing 1.1: Conditionals in pyps.
i f cond i t i on s . get ( ' i f_conve r s i on ' , Fa l se ) :
module . i f_conve r s i on ( )

Listing 1.2: Iteration over selected modules.
for ke rne l in t e rap ix_kerne l s :

k e rne l . microcode_normalize ( )

Listing 1.3: Iteration over inner loops.
for l in module . inner_loops ( ) : l . u n r o l l ( 4 )

Listing 1.4: Multiple instruction selection.
for pattern in [ "min" , "max" , "adds" ] :

module . pat t e rn_recogn i t i on ( pattern )

Fig. 3: For loop is a control structure commonly involved in Pyps

For Loops For loops are used to perform repetitive tasks, such as in the listings
from Figure 3:

1. applying a transformation to each function or loop of a set;
2. applying a transformation iteratively with varying parameters.

Listing 1.2 illustrates a basic iteration over selected modules in our compiler
for terapix. Listing 1.3 from our sac compiler shows how to unroll all inner
loops by a factor of four. Finally in our sac compiler, we also perform early
pattern recognition. Listing 1.4 demonstrates the use of loops to apply this pass
for various patterns.

Exceptions A pyps exception can be raised in three situations:

– a user input is invalid;
– a pass fails;
– an internal error (bug) happens.

Each of them has a different meaning and can be caught or propagated
depending on pass manager developer objectives. A sample usage is given in
Listing 1.5. Listing 1.6 illustrates the error propagation operator presented in
Def. 6 on a sequence of two passes in a loop: dead_code_elimination is applied
if redundant_load_store_elimination succeeds.
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Listing 1.5: Using exceptions to adapt the compilation process.
# Try most e f f i c i e n t p a r a l l e l i z a t i o n pass f i r s t :
try : module . c o a r s e_g ra i n_pa ra l l e l i z a t i on ( )
except :
# or downgrade to l o o p_d i s t r i b u t i on

try : module . l o op_d i s t r i bu t i on ( )
except : pass # or do noth ing

While Loops While loops are useful to achieve a goal within an unknown num-
ber of iterations. In our sac compiler, while loops are combined with exception
handling to reach a fix point. Listing 1.6 shows this pattern on a data transfer
optimizer.

Listing 1.6: Searching fix point.
try :

while True :
module . redundant_load_store_el imination ( )
module . dead_code_elimination ( )

except : pass # an excep t i on i s r a i s e d when noth ing i s c l eaned up

4.4 Maker

As code for heterogeneous targets is generated in the form of source code, a final
compilation step is needed to get the final binary (or binaries). Stricto sensu, this
is not the role of the pass manager. However, as it is in charge of the source gen-
eration, it has the information concerning which code is to be compiled for which
architecture using which specific compiler. Moreover, complex transformations
for hybrid or distributed architectures might require the addition of runtime
calls. They are frequently shipped as shared library and thus the final compila-
tion step is dependent from the transformations that were done on the code. For
instance if some fft operations using FFTW3 are automatically transformed
in the equivalent gpu operations with CuFFT, and the the linking process has
to be adjusted. The pass manager can keep track of this. As a consequence, it is
useful to provide primitives to drive the final compilation process.

Our proposal is to associate an automatically generated Makefile to the gen-
erated sources. This makefile is a template that holds generic rules to compile
cuda/opencl/avx/openmp code, and it is filled with the proper dependencies
to run the compilation with appropriate compiler/linker flags. This approach
offers the advantage of delegating most of the difficulties to third-party tools, in
a source-to-source manner.
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5 PyPS Applications

To assert our proposal, we exhibit several real-world applications for which the
flexibility of the proposed pass manager has proved to be a valuable property.
For each scheme, the Source Lines Of Code (sloc) of its pyps version is given.

5.1 OpenMP

The openmp code generator written in pyps uses a very classic compilation
scheme summarized in Listing 1.7, but still illustrates the basic functionality
of the pass manager. Two parallelization algorithms are tried successively and
whatever the method, directives are generated.

Listing 1.7: OpenMP compilation scheme.
def openmp(module , d i s t r i b u t e=True ) :

module . r educt ion_detect ion ( ) #f ind reduc t i on s
module . p r i v a t i z e ( ) #f ind p r i v a t e v a r i a b l e s
try : module . p a r a l l e l i z e ( ) #f ind p a r a l l e l i sm or r a i s e excep t i on
except : i f d i s t r i b u t e : module . d i s t r i b u t e ( ) #loop d i s t r i b u t i o n
f ina l ly : module . generate_omp_pragma ( ) #d i r e c t i v e genera t ion

The whole compilation scheme takes 38 sloc.

5.2 TERAPIX

The terapix architecture [4] is a Field Programmable Gate Array (fpga) based
accelerator for image processing developed by thales. It achieves high through-
put and low energy consumption thanks to a highly specialized architecture and
a limited Instruction Set Architecture (isa). In particular it uses Very Long In-
struction Word (vliw) instructions written in a dedicated assembly. The com-
pilation scheme summarized in Listing 1.8 shows how the name of generated
functions takes part to the process. An external tool is used to compact the
generated code, enforcing tool reuse. The generated makefile calls a C compiler
for the host code and a specific assembler for the accelerator.

The whole compilation scheme takes 411 sloc.

5.3 SAC

sac is an automatic generator of multimedia instructions that can output either
avx, sse or neon intrinsics. It combines polyhedral transformations at the loop
level and pattern matching at the function level to generate vector instructions.
Listing 1.9 shows an extract of its compilation scheme in charge of tiling as many
loops as possible.

The whole compilation schemes takes 220 sloc.
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Listing 1.8: Terapix compilation scheme.
def t e r ap i x (module ) :

counter , k e rn e l s =0, l i s t ( )
for loop in module . l oops ( ) :

try :
# Generate a new name from parent and a numeric s u f f i x
ke rne l=module . name+s t r ( counter )
loop . p a r a l l e l i z e ( )
module . o u t l i n e ( l a b e l=loop . l abe l , name=ke rne l )
# Add the k e rne l o b j e c t from i t s name to our k e rne l l i s t :
ke rn e l s . append ( workspace [ k e rne l ] )

except : pass
for ke rne l in k e rn e l s :

k e rne l . terapix_assembly ( )
k e rne l . p ipe ( "vliw_code_compactor" )

Listing 1.9: SAC compilation scheme extract.
def a u t o t i l e r ( loop ) :

i f loop . l oops ( ) :
try : loop . t i l e ( . . . )
except : map( au t o t i l e r , loop . l oops ( ) )

else : loop . un r o l l ( . . . )

5.4 An Iterative Compiler

pyps makes it easier to build an iterative compiler. Cloning the workspace, it-
erating over a parameter domain for transformations such as loop unrolling is
straight-forward. We have also implemented a genetic algorithm that takes ad-
vantage of pyps abstraction to test different transformation scheduling, bench-
mark the resulting applications and so forth. Additionally, each iteration is em-
bedded in a remote process, à la Erlang, which gives a free performance boost
on distributed multi-core machines. The whole compiler takes 600 sloc.

5.5 Par4All

Par4All is an open-source initiative to federate efforts around compilers to
allow automatic parallelization of applications to hybrid architectures. It relies
heavily on pyps capabilities. The compilation process is driven by user switches
that select different back-ends:

– the openmp backend is based on the method showed earlier;
– cuda and opencl back-ends rely on the parallelization algorithms used for

openmp and add complex handling in the pass management process to ad-
dress cases like C99 idioms unsupported by the nvidia compiler or Fortran
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to cuda interface. The subtle differences between the two back-ends are
mostly handle in a runtime. Some others few differences are addressed in the
process of pass selection using branches wherever required.

– the scmp back-end [6] generates task based applications for an heteroge-
neous mp-soc architecture designed by cea for the execution of dynamic
or streaming applications [29]. To generate inter-task communications, the
compiler relies on a pips phase also used by the cuda back-end. The re-
sulting code is then post-processed by a phase directly coded in Python for
further adaptation to a run-time specific to the scmp architecture.

Par4All is already a big project which ensures the portability of the original
source code to many targets with many different options. It’s a perfect case study
for validating the concepts that we propose within pyps, and its implementation
is actually made easier by the reuse and the easy combination of the different
constructs available in pyps.

Par4All represents around 10K source lines of code, including many other
stuff than the pass management. For the pass management part, the core sys-
tem takes only 71 sloc, the openmp part 16, the scmp part 38, and the
cuda/opencl part 117. This one is bigger than expected because the trans-
formation of Fortran or C99 to cuda requires many special handling.

5.6 When compilers interact with each other

The heterogeneity of target platforms encourage compilers developers to spe-
cialize their project. As a consequence, an ambitious compilation infrastructure
such a Par4All cannot rely on a single framework to provide retargetability.
Par4All core is based on pips framework which provides most of the state-of-
the-art transformations. But as it targets a wide range of applications, it misses
some automated analyses to drive the transformations in specific cases. For this
purpose Par4All aims at collaborating with different source-to-source tools at
different parts of the compilation process.

One of these tools is pocc [25], a polyhedral compiler that includes a sophis-
ticated automated decision process. However it also imposes several limitations
on the input code, and the user must insert directives to delimit the parts to
process. To handle this automatically and transparently, we have integrated in
pyps a high level method “poccify()” which acts at module or loop level and
successively triggers several passes:

1. the static control parts of the code are detected, taking into account most
of pocc restriction [17];

2. directives are generated, surrounding static control part and informing pocc
on the liveness of variables;

3. static control parts are outlined in new functions and new compilation units;
4. the compilation units are passed to pocc, which optimizes the code for the

target architecture;
5. the code resulting from pocc processing is then held out back to PIPS to be

cleaned and inlined at its original place.
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Having several compilers cooperating using a classical pass manager would
have been difficult. But we managed to handle that in an easy way thanks to the
benefit of Python capabilities for handling our operators simply, e.g. with the
exception mechanism. The tricky part was about joining the two compilers, but
the choice of a general purpose language like Python with embedded subprocess
and file management made this integration straightforward.

6 Related work

In traditional compilers such as gcc, a compilation scheme is simply a sequence
of transformations chained one after the other and applied iteratively to each
function of the original source code [31]. This rigid behavior led to the develop-
ment of a plugin mechanism motivated by the difficulty to provide additional fea-
tures to the existing infrastructure. Samples of successful plugins include “drag-
onegg” and “graphite”. gcc’s shortcoming led to the development of llvm [21]
that addresses the lack of flexibility by providing an advanced pass manager that
can change the transformation chaining at run-time.

The source-to-source rose compiler [26,28] does not include any pass man-
ager but provides a full access to all analyses, passes and ir through a clean C++
api. An Haskell wrapper provides scripting facilities. Although this approach of-
fers good flexibility (any kind of pass composition is possible), it offers neither
clean concept separation nor any abstraction. This leads to complicated inter-
actions with the compiler. The addition of the scripting wrapper does not solve
the problem because it is a raw one-to-one binding of the full api. The poet [33]
language, designed to build compilers, suffers from the same drawbacks, as there
is no clean separation between compiler internals and pass management: every-
thing is bundled all together.

Compiler directives offer a non-intrusive way to drive the compilation pro-
cess, much as a pass manager does. They are extensively used in several
projects [19,8,9] to generate efficient code targeting multi-cores, gpgpu or multi-
media instruction set. They can specify a sequential ordering of passes, but they
do not provide extra control flow, and may have complex composition semantics.

Transformation recipes, i.e. specialized pass manager implementations, are
presented in [14]. The paper emphasizes the need of a common api to manipulate
compiler passes. It leads to a lua based approach proposed in [27] to optimize
the generation of cuda codes. It provides bindings in this scripting language for
a limited number of parametric polyhedral loop transformations. The addition
of scripting facilities makes it possible to benefit from complex control flow, but
the interface is limited to polyhedral transformations. The approach is proce-
dural and the api allows access to analysis results such as control flow graph,
dependence graph, etc.

The needs for iterative compilation led to the development of an extension
of the gcc pass manager [12]. It provides a gcc plugin that can monitor or
replace the gcc pass manager. It is used to apply passes to specific function
but the ordering is still sequential. The underlying middleware, ici, is also used
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in [11] where an interactive compiler interface is presented. The authors enforce
the need for clear encapsulation and concept separation, and propose an xml
based interface to manage the transformation sequencing.

Our approach basically turns a compiler into a program transformation sys-
tem, which is an active research area. FermaT [30] focuses on program re-
finement and composition, but is limited to transformation pipelining. strat-
ego [24] software transformation framework does not allows much more than ba-
sic chaining of transformations using pipelines. cil [23] only provides a flag-based
composition system, that is activation or deactivation of passes in a predefined
sequence without taking into account any feedback from the processing.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce pyps, a pass manager api for the pips source-to-
source compilation infrastructure. This compilation framework is reusable, flex-
ible and maintainable, which are the three properties required to develop new
compilers at a low cost while meeting time-to-market constraints. This is due to a
clear separation of concepts between the internal representation, the passes, the
consistency manager and the pass manager. This clear separation is not imple-
mented in gcc and is not fully exploited either in research compilers, although
pass management is becoming a research topic.

Five specific compilers and other auxiliary tools are implemented using this
api. openmp, sse, scmp and cuda/opencl generators, and an optimizing it-
erative compiler are used to illustrate how the api helps to meet very different
goals.

We show how it is possible to address retargetability by combining different
transformation tools in an end-to-end parallelizing compiler for heterogenous
architectures. Moreover it is done in an elegant and efficient way relying on the
clear separation of concepts that we identified and on facilities offered by Python
ecosystem.
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